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Abstract The goal of Style Change Detection task in a document is to determine if it was written by more than one author and in such case, to delimit which paragraph (or more generally a portion of text) corresponds to each one of them. The objective of our proposal is to build a paragraph representation based on general Style Feature computed considering characters, lexical and syntactic features, without the use of semantic words. The paragraphs were grouped employing a non overlapped variant of the $B_0$-maximal clustering algorithm, where the overlapping was eliminated considering the order of paragraphs in the document.

1 Introduction

Authorship detection is important for determining which author or group of authors should get credit for writing a given document. In particular, in our digital modern society, it is a complex task when the objective is to determine who wrote a piece of digital text or if a document could be written by more than one author.

Thanks to the research community and in particular to the organizers of PAN evaluation forum [4], in recent years there is a growing interest in sharing methods and algorithms to solve many of the tasks involved in Authorship Attribution (AA). One of these tasks is the Style Change Detection in a document, with the purpose of detection if a document was written by only one author or more than one, and in the last scenario, what piece of text corresponds to each one of the authors [1].

Overviews of the past style change detection task [5][3][6] resumed the description of the task, approaches presented by participants and the results obtained. It is important to highlight, that a priori, there is no information about authors or the numbers of them involved in a problem, that’s why, the tasks are mainly solved considering text clustering solutions.
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One of the key aspects tackled to solve the task, corresponds to, the representation of textual contents, and in the majority of proposals, it was used the Bag of Word model considering lexical and syntactical linguistic features. For clustering algorithms have been used hierarchical and non-hierarchical traditional methods. Also, due to the nature of the task, the clusters of documents may not be overlapped, because a document or a paragraph (depending of the practical problem proposed) belongs to an unique author, so then, a document or paragraph must be part of just one cluster (or group).

In section 2 our proposal is described with emphasis in paragraph representation based on the construction of a Mixed Style Set of Features and the clustering algorithm employed. Section 3 presents the results obtained and the conclusions of the work, and in Section 4 a brief discussion of the main problems.

2 Proposal for Style Change Detection - PAN 2020

Our main goal is to determine clusters of paragraphs in which is considered that all paragraphs in a cluster are written by the same author. If the algorithm obtains more than one cluster, then the document was written by more than one author and the number of distinct authors corresponds to the number of clusters.

In the next two sections are described the representation of paragraphs and the clustering algorithm. The computational representation is based on the formulations proposed in Logical Combinatorial Pattern Recognition⁴ and the clustering algorithm is explained in [2].

2.1 Paragraph Mixed Style Feature Representation and Similarity

The objective of our proposal was to build a paragraph representation based on general Style Feature computed considering characters, lexical and syntactic features, without the use of content words. In Figure 1, are illustrated the paragraph representation and similarity functions implemented to compare two of them.

The paragraph representation is build considering a finite mixed set of 185 features from three types of data values, Boolean, Float or n-gram Vector. At the left corner in Figure 1 there is a section "Features examples" with three examples of the type of features analyzed.

Features were structured in six subsets considering different textual layers on the text. These layers are boolean, character, sentence, paragraph, syntactic and the text.

Examples for each of the layers subset of features:
1- Boolean layer: Uses the same word to finish a sentence and to begin the next sentence.
2- Character layer: Average length of words.
3- Sentence layer: Average number of words. Average number of distinct prepositions.
4- Paragraph layer: Average number of sentences. Average number of words.
5- Syntactic layer: Proportion of nouns over adjective.
6- Text layer: Average length of sentence. Bag of Words of conjunctions.

In order to compare two representations, one comparison criteria (CC) for each type of

⁴ https://www.uci.cu/reconocimiento-logico-combinatorio-de-patrones
Figure 1. Description of paragraph representation and similarity function

\[ F(P_i, P_j) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \left( \sum_{t=1}^{n} CC(R_{sPi}, R_{sPj}) \right) > \beta_0 \\
0 & \text{in other case}
\end{cases} \]

\[ CC_{bool}(R_{sPi}, R_{sPj}) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } R_{sPi} == R_{sPj} \\
0 & \text{in other case}
\end{cases} \]

\[ CC_{float}(R_{sPi}, R_{sPj}) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } |R_{sPi} - R_{sPj}| < \gamma \\
0 & \text{in other case}
\end{cases} \]

\[ CC_{vector}(R_{sPi}, R_{sPj}) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \text{sim}(R_{sPi}, R_{sPj}) > \delta \\
0 & \text{in other case}
\end{cases} \]

Features examples:

- \( R_i \): if two or more sentence begin with the same word.
- \( R_j \): proportion of Personal Pronouns over all pronoun used.
- \( R_n \): 1-gram of auxiliary words.
data feature value is introduced. The three CC formulas are exposed at the right section in Figure 1. For features of Bool type, two features are similar, if they have the same value (true or false), see $CC_{bool}$. For features of Float type, two features are similar, if the difference between values are less than a predefined threshold, see $CC_{float}$. For features of Vector type, two features are similar if the similarity between them is greater than a predefined threshold, see $CC_{vector}$. We used MinMax\(^5\) similarity to compare two vector. Finally, the two paragraphs are similar, if the number of features, in which they are similar, are greater than a percentage defined, see $F(P_i, P_j)$.

2.2 $B_0$-maximal Clustering Method

The clustering proposal generates all the subsets of paragraphs in order to achieve that the similarity between each of the paragraphs in a cluster should be larger than a predefined $B_0$ parameter. The $B_0$-maximal clustering algorithm obtains compact groups of paragraphs and some overlapped groups.

For the task, this overlapping needs to be eliminated and we used an approach based on the order of paragraphs in the document. If a paragraph could be part of two or more clusters, it will be considered only in the cluster where a paragraph with the lower index in the order of appearance in the text exists. This decision is based on the assumption that the style in a document are characterized by the style reflected in the firsts paragraphs and in general the main author tend to write the majority of the paragraphs and the firsts one. To accomplish that, the overlapped paragraphs were sorted by their index of appearance in the document. When the cluster assignment was defined, then all edges from these paragraph to other clusters were eliminated.

In Figure 2 and Figure 3 are presented an example based on a graph construction, where the vertices are the paragraphs and the number of the vertices, the order of the paragraphs in the document. The edges that connect two vertices represent that the similarity of vertices is greater or equal than a $B_0$ parameter and in our proposal we use a percentage of similar features.

The Figure 2 corresponds to the output of the clustering algorithm, and it can be seen that paragraph 4 and 5 could be part of two clusters. Considering the heuristic explained to eliminate the overlapping, the final clusters will correspond to the two illustrated at Figure 3.

3 Evaluation

The data-set distributed contains documents for two problems of Style Change Detection, a narrow data-set and a wide data-set [1]. The description of the data and evaluation measures are discussed on the overview published for the task.

In Table 1, are resumed the average results for task1 and task2 considering results in both data-set. For task1 the objective was to answer if a document was written by one author or more than one. In task2 had to be answered, in which paragraph (could be more than one) of the text there was a style change. As an additional data, the organizers informed, that a maximum of three authors could be involved in a document.

\(^5\) https://rdrr.io/cran/stylo/man/dist.minmax.html
Overlapped clusters:

Figure 2. Example of $B_0$-maximal compact cluster graph representation

Non Overlapped clusters:

Figure 3. Example of $B_0$-maximal compact cluster graph representation, with non overlapped clusters
but our proposal is not restricted by a predefined number of clusters. Task1 was evaluated by $F_1$ measure and task2 using $\text{micro} - F$ measure. Using train and validation data-set distributed for the task, it was selected the values for parameters $B_0$, $\gamma$ and $\delta$, considering all combinations of these three.

**Table 1.** Style Change Detection results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>task1</th>
<th>task2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iyer20</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>castro20</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nath20</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.752</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a baseline we considered for task1 that the answer was always multi-authored, and as the data-set are balanced in the number of problems for multi-authored and single-authored documents, the result is 0.5. Similar result is obtained if the answer were single-authored for all documents. For task 2 we could not compare the results with a baseline.

4 Discussion

Using training and validation data-set, we got better results processing the wide data-set than the narrow one, and this is interesting, considering that we did not use content (topic related) words, concluding that the syntactic and structural style features are used differently when the topics change. At the contrary, we got no significant difference of style between authors when they wrote about the same topic.

Several of the features get duplicated values, because they capture the same values, considering that two or more structural layers are fused, for example, when the unit to be analyzed as a document is a paragraph, then the paragraph layer and text layer are considered distinct but they are the same.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

It was presented a proposal based on a paragraph representation, considering general Style Features at character, lexical and syntactic layers of analysis, without the use of topic or content words. The paragraphs were grouped employing a non overlapped variant of the $B_0$-maximal clustering algorithm, where the overlapping was eliminated considering the order of the paragraph in the document.

As future work could be interesting to combine semantic and topic vector representation as features of the mixed model in order to distinguish between paragraph of different topics. Also, the heuristic employed to eliminate the overlapping scenarios can be improved, if some characteristics of the groups are considered, for example: the size, strength of similarity or the adjacency of paragraphs.
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